
Host Don says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: system Report

CNS_Serain says:
:: on bridge::

MO_Jorae says:
::Brooding at a console........not looking around the bridge::

CTO_Chalen says:
::standing at tactical, intently studying TAC readings::

SO_Webster says:
::checking the status of the probe::

FCO_Fielding says:
::brooding at the helm and staring at the ceiling::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::petting Riverwind at his feet:: ;  CNS: any further impressions?

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Sir, how do you want our weapons status?

XO_Grift says:
::Pondering the current situation::

CNS_Serain says:
CO: Nothing new, Sir.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: system Report

MO_Jorae says:
::Gets the message from the CEO that she needs to do a Physical......sighs:: *EO*: I just got a message you need a physical like yesterday.  I don't suppose you can meet me in sickbay in 5?

FCO_Fielding says:
::wishes she could sit *under* the helm, but that would make piloting a bit difficult::

XO_Grift says:
CTO: I think powering down the main torpedo tubes would be a good show of faith

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: Sir systems at 100%

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Please continue communication efforts

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::rub  level 3 diag on systems:::

XO_Grift says:
OPS: Hail the dark matter, all channels

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  May I remind the Cmdr. that Torpedoes are the brunt of our firepower.  Without them, we're at a serious disadvantage.

SO_Webster says:
CO: Sir, the dense area seems to be about 400 meters wide and 700 meters long::

OPS Becca says:
XO: aye Sir....

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Understood

Host CO_John_Sea says:
SO: Is it a ship of some kind?

SO_Webster says:
CO:  I'm checking that now sir

MO_Jorae says:
*EO*: I'm waiting for a response Lt.

OPS Becca says:
@COMM:   Dark Matter:  Please Respond.

SO_Webster says:
CO:  Sir, I can't tell whether it is a ship or not

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders if anyone would notice if she, say, took a cat nap.::

Host Don says:
ACTION: There is no response from the Hail.

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Torpedo tubes one and two are now offline, sir.   

EO_David_Telarus says:
*MO*: Yes?

OPS Becca says:
XO:  No response from the hail. Sir.

CTO_Chalen says:
::continues to stare at the TAC panel, to avoid looking at the MO::

MO_Jorae says:
*EO*: I just got a message you need a physical like yesterday.  I don't suppose you can meet me in sickbay in 5 was what you ignored the last time I asked.

XO_Grift says:
OPS: Please continue to monitor all subspace channels

FCO_Fielding says:
::naps::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::Send msg to FCO:::

OPS Becca says:
XO:  Aye Sir.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: No sleeping. ::grin::

OPS Becca says:
:;monitoring all subspace channels::

FCO_Fielding says:
::wakes up:: CO: Oh, sorry, sir.  Temporary loss of consciousness there.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CNS: How are your efforts at communication progressing?

XO_Grift says:
SO: Do the sensors pick up any type of environment within the matter?

Host Don says:
ACTION: A small energy beam is being emitted from the Dense area, it is undetected by the Comanche's sensors.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
Ops: Please inform Starfleet Command of our progress

EO_David_Telarus says:
*MO*: I am on my way

Host Don says:
ACTION: The beam is directed at the Comanche's shields

MO_Jorae says:
Self: Finally........

EO_David_Telarus says:
::heads towards TL and goes to Sickbay::

CNS_Serain says:
CO: Sir, it's very patchy. I just get a flash of things here and there. ::shakes head::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::,makes note::

MO_Jorae says:
::Shakes her head and to the TL mumbling under her breath and casting a quick glance toward TAC::

OPS Becca says:
CO:  aye Sir.

MO_Jorae says:
TL: Deck 9

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::stands and slowly walks around the well of the command area::

FCO_Fielding says:
::shakes her head a la Riverwind to keep awake::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::walks into Sickbay::

CTO_Chalen says:
::sees MO leave the bridge and relaxes a bit, looking shaken::

MO_Jorae says:
::Exits the TL and heads for SB......knowing she's on edge and doesn't' care::

FCO_Fielding says:
::glances at an oddly uneasy Chalen.  Does he think we're going to Die, maybe?::

MO_Jorae says:
::Enters SB and sees the EO:: EO: Take a seat on that biobed.

SO_Webster says:
XO: Sir, we aren't picking up anything about the area or within it

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Opinion?

CTO_Chalen says:
::tries to focus by keeping busy and checks the shield grid again::

OPS Becca says:
COMM:  Starfleet Command:  we are watching and no progress

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
:: look over the duty roaster:::

XO_Grift says:
CO: We need to find some way to get them to expose themselves.. or convince them we mean no harm

MO_Jorae says:
::Swipes her tricorder from her desk mumbling something about physicals at the most inopportune times::

FCO_Fielding says:
::her object of interest back to normal functioning, goes back to pretending to fly the ship::

MO_Jorae says:
EO: Are you going to stand there or are you going to sit your butt down?

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Military evaluation?

SO_Webster says:
::sends probe around dense area::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::sits::

XO_Grift says:
CO: They've given us no reason to fire on them, but I wouldn't want to lower our shields until we know what's out there

Host Don says:
ACTION: The port shield grid 36A drops, a transporter beam penetrates the hull and the Science Officer Dematerializes, along with her Console.

EO_David_Telarus says:
::thinks to self man she is moody thank god she is not a telepath::

FCO_Fielding says:
::blinks::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  SIR!!!!!!

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders where the SO went.  Is it someplace Cool?::

OPS Becca says:
CO: SIR  LOOK..... The SO!

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  We've lost shield grid 36A.   Checking scanners....... the Science station and SO are........ GONE sir!

XO_Grift says:
::glances over just in time to watch the SO vanish::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::::: reroute more power the shields and try to bring 36a back online::::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Red Alert

CNS_Serain says:
::blinks::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Rotate shield frequencies

SO_Webster says:
::feels herself being transported::

MO_Jorae says:
::Runs her tricorder over the EO:: EO: I'm sure you don't have any complaints, Right?  ::Looks up impatiently::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Bring torpedoes online

MO_Jorae says:
::hears the Klaxons::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Rotating sir.   Grid vector 36A has nothing to rotate sir!   That vector is Completely destabilized!

XO_Grift says:
::signals red alert::

FCO_Fielding says:
::figures that should sort out the CTO... shoot-up time...::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CO: recommend computer lock out

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:   Torpedoes running hot!

XO_Grift says:
OPS: Can you lock onto her comm badge?

SO_Webster says:
::looks around, but it's very dark - taps communicator:: @CO: Webster to Captain

OPS Becca says:
XO: I will try sir!

EO_David_Telarus says:
MO: Nothing at all

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CEO: please get the shields back up even if you have to replace a generator

SO_Webster says:
::while waiting for an answer, flips on her light::

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders if Webster's seeing spiders and shudders::

OPS Becca says:
::trying to lock on to her comm badge::

MO_Jorae says:
EO: Why doesn't that surprise me........Considering we are at Red Alert.....and I see nothing wrong with you, get out of my sickbay so I can prepare for casualties.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CO: understood sir also recommend computer lock out

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:   Sir, either she's beamed into space, in which case she's gone.  Or else she was beamed into the area of null space, in which case our scanners won't be able to detect her.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: Begin moving the ship in an evasive pattern

MO_Jorae says:
*CEO*: You're EO is fine.....He can return to duty as of five minutes ago

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*EO* 36a generator down get back ASAP

CNS_Serain says:
::searches for Webster's mind::

FCO_Fielding says:
CO: Aye, sir.  Evasive pattern.  ::maneuvers in a very evasive manner::

OPS Becca says:
XO: No Sir I could not lock on to her.

FCO_Fielding says:
::thinks: Hmm.  What a way to wake up...::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::runs to the TL for the bridge::

SO_Webster says:
@Self: Dang, communicator seems to be out

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CEO: Damage control teams to the bridge, repair science console

XO_Grift says:
CO: Sensors do not pick up her comm badge she must inside there

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Kidnapped?

MO_Jorae says:
::Crosses her arms and sighs heavily waiting for the EO to get his butt out of her sickbay now::

SO_Webster says:
::shines her light around her and takes a look at her surroundings::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Sir, we can't fire into the void now.   If the SO IS in there, it would be too dangerous, but there's a chance that a shuttle or transporter could penetrate the null space field.    Just a theory though.......

XO_Grift says:
CO: Apparently so... I volunteer to beam over

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::extends shield over the gap::: :::CO:  yes sir   ::send for  repair tem:

FCO_Fielding says:
::hmms.  She'd go.  Just when you start being Interested in someone, she ups and Disappears...::

CTO_Chalen says:
::wishes Kayta was still here to analyze this with him::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: we don't have a place to beam you?

MO_Jorae says:
EO: You plan on leaving? or annoying me more?

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  What about a shuttle?   They have independent scanners to use once inside the field.

XO_Grift says:
CO: I can wear an environmental suit... beam me to the coordinates inside that matter

FCO_Fielding says:
CO: I volunteer as well... can't we modulate our sensors to look for some kind of... well... something?

MO_Jorae says:
*CO*: Sickbay is on standby and ready.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
OPS: Please report to Command that we have a missing crew member and this encounter may becoming hostile

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: please send a probe

CTO_Chalen says:
FCO:  Is that the CSO in you talking, April?

SO_Webster says:
@Self:  Very interesting.  The design of this ship looks like something spiders would create.

EO_David_Telarus says:
::arrives on bridge and sees running:: CEO: Sir what is the problem?

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Aye!   ::launches probe::

FCO_Fielding says:
CTO: I don't know.  More like looking for a friend.

CNS_Serain says:
::not picking up anything.....leans back in her seat and rubs her temples::

SO_Webster says:
@::moves over to a panel to take a closer look::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: get shield area 36a generator replaced ASAP

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders... maybe we can look for a... a... a... a spider...?::

OPS Becca says:
COMM:STARFLEET COMMAND: We are missing out SO  Webster. and not picking her up at all. And the Encounter maybe coming hostile.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: Keep our starboard shields to the dark matter

OPS Becca says:
CO:  done Sir

EO_David_Telarus says:
::goes to Cargo Bay in TL::

FCO_Fielding says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::frowns a bit, but does::

SO_Webster says:
::moves around the rest of the ship, phaser ready, and finds her SCI console::

XO_Grift says:
CTO: How did they disable our shields?

MO_Jorae says:
::Hates being left out of the mix........:: Praught: You have Sickbay.  I'll be on the bridge.......Call me only if it's a dire emergency.

Host Don says:
ACTION: The Dense area moves out of range of the Comanche, 25000 km away

SO_Webster says:
@Self: That's a strange thing to take

FCO_Fielding says:
::thinks: if we have shields facing the dark matter, and if that's where she is, how would they beam anywhere?::

MO_Jorae says:
::Heads out of sickbay not even waiting for Breigh's response::

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  I wish I knew sir!   I was staring right at the grid, fully functional one moment, BAM!  Gone the next!

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: Pursuit course

FCO_Fielding says:
CO: Aye, sir!  ::happy!  Chase time!::

MO_Jorae says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

Host CO_John_Sea says:
OPS: Try to contact our SO

SO_Webster says:
::continues searching the ship and see more stolen ship parts::

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Maybe some kind of Radiation field or something.  I don't know!   We need a science officer for this!  ::frustrated::

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Any theories... we need to prevent this from happening again

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Fire a torpedo across their bow

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CO: Sir if they can get to the shield we should lock out the computer

SO_Webster says:
@Self: Hey, we're moving

FCO_Fielding says:
::wishes she could do science enough to know how to find Webster::

XO_Grift says:
CO: Tractor beam?

MO_Jorae says:
::Arrives on the bridge to listen to what's happening::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Torpedo away!   ::torpedo fires::

SO_Webster says:
::tries to find a bridge or its equivalent, thinking someone would be there::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Good idea, proceed

EO_David_Telarus says:
::walks into Cargo Bay::

MO_Jorae says:
::Sees the Science console missing......and does a double take::

EO_David_Telarus says:
*CEO*: Sir I got the replacement generator here

XO_Grift says:
CTO: get a tractor beam on whatever that is!

MO_Jorae says:
Self: Woh......what happened here.......

FCO_Fielding says:
CTO: What was ENS Webster doing when she disappeared, anyway?

Host Don says:
ACTION: The explosion from the torpedo is absorbed by the Dense space.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*EO* get it replaces

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: alter all Comanche codes which might have been compromised by the science console

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  How do we lock a tractor onto null space that our sensors can't even get an exact location on!   ::tries the tractor while complaining::

MO_Jorae says:
::Looks around for an empty console.........DOESN'T want to use TAC2 but doesn't look like she has much of a choice........the other stations are full. ::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Torpedo absorbed Captain!  No effect!

EO_David_Telarus says:
Computer: Beam the replacement to grid 36a

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: switch to manual targeting, engage tractor

EO_David_Telarus says:
::walks out in a hurry to 36a::

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Be creative

CTO_Chalen says:
FCO:  Good question....

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders... a small black hole?::

SO_Webster says:
::hears noises from above, so looks for a way to get to the upper decks::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Trying tractor on manual, sir.

MO_Jorae says:
::Mumbles and takes TAC2 knowing with SCI gone they have no information on that thing......whatever it is........tries pulling up scans on it::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::gets to 36a and dismantles old emitter::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::installs new emitter and sees problem::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
:: get a new SCI station installed and replace some of the grid back up:::::::

CTO_Chalen says:
::alters command codes as were stored in the SCI console::

FCO_Fielding says:
CTO: Think they could see what was here?  <w> Y'know, I'd know this, but I was, um, asleep.

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: maintain pursuit

FCO_Fielding says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::wishes she could run the dense thingy down::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: options?

EO_David_Telarus says:
::reinitializes the grid with restart shields flicker off for a millisecond and shields are now back to normal::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:   Sir!   I've got something locked with the tractor.   Engaging pull force now..........      GROZIT!   It's just space debris sir.  Null space still moving away.

SO_Webster says:
::finds a ladder and carefully looks up to make sure no one is there, then begins to climb::

EO_David_Telarus says:
*Bridge*: This is Telarus I have all shields are now online

Host Don says:
ACTION: Shields are at full capacity again

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: keep trying, use all the tractors

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Shields back to full power.   Attempting another tractor now.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*EO* let’s get another SCI station up here to

EO_David_Telarus says:
*CEO*: 36A is now operational I am going to make a check of all the rest of the grid emitters in all key areas

CTO_Chalen says:
*CEO EO*: Nice work down there, grease monkeys!

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: can you plot their course?

XO_Grift says:
CO: Not many, I don't endorse firing on the space, if Webster is over there

OPS Becca says:
CEO: aye sir

MO_Jorae says:
::Curses under her breath and tries a different scan......this time for negative particles......wondering if it's anti-protons or something to that effect::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::: throw his  tool at the CTO::::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Still getting nothing with the tractor sir..........

OPS Becca says:
::reroutes SCI stat. to my ops station::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CTO: I not a monkey

SO_Webster says:
::thinks she is a bit out of shape because she's getting tired too quickly from the climb::

XO_Grift says:
CTO: On our current course, what systems will we pass through?

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Checking.......

Host Don says:
ACTION: On the top of the ladder, the SO hears what sounds like multiple footsteps, she looks up and see's a eight legged creature moving towards her

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CO: new SCI station working at 98%

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Rig a pointed grappling hook, old fashion with rope

SO_Webster says:
@::tries to hold a cry but can't:: Self: Ahh!!

MO_Jorae says:
::Hears the SCI station is working and heads over there::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Sir?   Uh...... okay.   ::messages teams in the torpedo bay to comply::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
OPS: release command SCI back to the SCI station

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:   No major systems on our flight path, sir.

MO_Jorae says:
::Initiates the SCI console and goes to work::

SO_Webster says:
@::heads back down the ladder, to think of a new plan::

EO_David_Telarus says:
*CEO*: I found another that needs to be replaced, but what is striking me is that I have run 3 system scans and yet nothing has come up outta of the ordinary

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
MO: please alert me if anything else goes wrong with the station

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: take us into grappling hook range

Host Don says:
ACTION: The Creature grabs the SO and takes her to another part of the ship.

MO_Jorae says:
CEO: Will do.

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Grapple ready sir.

EO_David_Telarus says:
Computer: Beam replacement shield emitter to grid 17B

Host CO_John_Sea says:
FCO: take us close

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*EO* get them and keep all system online

FCO_Fielding says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::shakes her head and does what she's told::

SO_Webster says:
@Self: This is creepy.  Now what do I do?

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: fire harpoon

SO_Webster says:
@Creature: hello?  Can you understand me?

CTO_Chalen says:
::firing::  CO:  Grapple away!

EO_David_Telarus says:
::starts to dismantle old shield emitter for 17B and it shorts::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The hook passes thought the dense area, it swings back at the Comanche

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::Glare at the CTO:::

SO_Webster says:
::takes note of the passage the creature is making::

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders if she should, um, get out of the way or something::

EO_David_Telarus says:
*Bridge* this is Eng. Telarus grid 17B is down I repeat it is down

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: let it bounce off the shields and cut rope

XO_Grift says:
CO: Might they be slightly out of phase with our universe?

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Aye sir, grapple severed.

FCO_Fielding says:
::ews. Totally.::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: yes, begin calibration for alignment

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:   If it is some kind of Dark Matter field, then it can phase in and out of our plain of existence almost at will.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CTO: keep eye out on all grids on the shields

CTO_Chalen says:
CEO:  Aye.

EO_David_Telarus says:
*CEO* Sir I require your assistance

XO_Grift says:
CO: Aye

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*EO* I be there in a min

FCO_Fielding says:
::hates phased matter.  Flunked quantum mechanics at school and all that.::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CO: permission to leave the bridge sir

EO_David_Telarus says:
*CEO* 17B is out this is a critical grid inform the Captain please

MO_Jorae says:
::Changes the phase variance on her scanners......looking for anything on them as she runs through the different options::

XO_Grift says:
::moves over towards the new SCI station and begins calculations to bring the Comanche into phase with the matter::

SO_Webster says:
::thinks about using her phaser, but decides against it and will see what the creature does next::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
CO: permission to leave the bridge sir

Host CO_John_Sea says:
OPS: Please work with the CTO and XO to bring our weapons and tractors into phase as well as our transporters

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CEO: Yes

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Sir, if you can calibrate our phaser energy on the same line as the sensors then we can hurt um.

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders... do we WANT to hurt them?::

SO_Webster says:
@Creature: I'm Ensign Webster, of the USS Comanche.  We mean you no harm.

MO_Jorae says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the XO:: XO: Can I help you, Sir?

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
:: TL, 17b shield grid:::

OPS Becca says:
CO:  Yes Sir

MO_Jorae says:
::crosses her arms grumpily::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: report

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CNS: Any new developments?

SO_Webster says:
::gets no response from the creature and assumes it doesn't understand::

XO_Grift says:
All: If we emit a gradion pulse from the deflector into the shields we should be able to match their phase... but I don't know for how long

OPS Becca says:
XO:   can I help you Sir?

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: Sir I was dismantling the grid all of sudden the contacts shorted although they shouldn't have I scanned them with a tricorder they were fine

Host CO_John_Sea says:
MO: Please begin developing an insecticide toxin for spider life forms

CNS_Serain says:
CO: Umm...just a sec...Getting something finally.

MO_Jorae says:
::Restrains her impulse to stomp on the XO's foot and looks up as she hears the CO talking to her::

FCO_Fielding says:
::arachnids!  Noooooooo!!!!!::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Proceed with your plan

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: get the new one in place,,,

Host Don says:
ACTION: The creature places the SO in a room with what looks like broken equipment and points to it, then the SO.

CTO_Chalen says:
::turns to SCI1::  MO:  Julia, I need you to use a recursive algorithm to detect the exact phase of our deflector pulse, route it to TAC1 and maybe I can get phasers aligned as well.

MO_Jorae says:
CO: Toxin?  Um.....one that won't hurt a Humanoid I'd guess, huh?

CNS_Serain says:
CO: I'm picking up Webster!

Host CO_John_Sea says:
MO: Yes

XO_Grift says:
CTO: Once we're into phase, our weapons will be able to hurt them

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: That's the thing I can't the contacts are burnt

XO_Grift says:
::engages deflector pulse::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CNS: Do you have co ordinates?

MO_Jorae says:
CO: Riiiiight.  I'll do my best.

FCO_Fielding says:
::feels mildly ill and wonders why dark matter critters have to be so disgusting::

SO_Webster says:
@Creature: You want me to fix this?

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: have you replaced the contacts?

SO_Webster says:
::remembers there are telepaths on the Comanche::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The creature pushes the SO closer to the equipment.

XO_Grift says:
CO: Deflector pulse engaged sir

MO_Jorae says:
::Does the recursive thingy that Riggs talked about in record time..........reroutes it to TAC one and then heads to the TL to go to the SCI labs::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Remember to rotate our shields based on phase

CTO_Chalen says:
XO:  Here's hoping sir.   Hope you scored high in theoretical studies.

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: Not yet sir

SO_Webster says:
@Creature: Ok, Ok.  :: Takes a look at the equipment::

CNS_Serain says:
CO: It seems they have forgotten "us" for now. But they have her.....she is trying to communicate with them but they don't understand. Sorry sir, no coordinates.

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: We have no replacements on board

XO_Grift says:
All: We should be in phase with the matter momentarily

Host CO_John_Sea says:
All: Stand by for phase alignment

FCO_Fielding says:
::ewwwwwwws::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: replicate some then get them replaced

MO_Jorae says:
CO: I'll be in the Medical labs.  TL: Deck 9.

XO_Grift says:
CTO: I have many theories, but we wont go into their success rate <g>

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: Did I hear phase alignment, we need the shields if 17B is down...

CTO_Chalen says:
::readies phasers to match the deflector pulse alignment::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The creature turns and leaves the room, closing the door behind it.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*CTO*  shield grid 17a shield grid is down

EO_David_Telarus says:
Computer: Replicate and beam shield emitter contacts to this location

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO:  I have extended the shield over this area

EO_David_Telarus says:
::watches materializing::

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: give me 2 minutes sir

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: u got 1

SO_Webster says:
@CNS: Counselor, not sure if this will work...

Host CO_John_Sea says:
::scratches River behind the ear::

MO_Jorae says:
::Exits the TL on Deck 9 and heads to the Medical labs looking around for the insecticide::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::installs contact and then moves to install new emitter::

FCO_Fielding says:
::thinks: forget diversity, I'm all for anthromorphicentricism!::

Host Don says:
ACTION: A ship materializes on the viewscreen, it has the appearance of an insect, spike protruding from all around it

SO_Webster says:
@CNS ~~~ I'm on the ship.  OK.  Spider creature~~~

EO_David_Telarus says:
::taps into the console buttons inside and reinitializes grid::

FCO_Fielding says:
::gets totally grossed out::

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: Done

CNS_Serain says:
CO: I hear her! She is thinking.... to me.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: bring it online

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:   Hostile visible!   Weapons locked on and ready!

SO_Webster says:
::goes to the door and tries to open it::

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: The grid is initialized now

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Can you get a lock on the SO?

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: find out what going on and keep me   informs

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Trying to lock on....

EO_David_Telarus says:
::hears tricorder go off::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::looks and sees that another shield emitter is down::

CNS_Serain says:
CO: She is on the ship and says something about a spider creature.....

FCO_Fielding says:
::hostiles right.  It's shaped like a !@#$ arthropod!::

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: sir wait another is down

XO_Grift says:
CO: We should be able to beam over there now

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: which one?

FCO_Fielding says:
::gulps::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
XO: Agreed, lets try to beam her off

FCO_Fielding says:
::remembers she'd volunteered to go find the SO::

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: 12A near the Bridge

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Sir they have some kind of strange shield grid in place.   Transporters won't cut through it.

FCO_Fielding says:
::hears the CO and smiles.  Maybe there's a good way out of this yet..::

SO_Webster says:
::finds the door locked and bangs on it::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::runs and gets eng. kit and runs for TL:: CEO: Are you coming sir?

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: low level phasers, burn that grid off

SO_Webster says:
::walks back to the equipment::

FCO_Fielding says:
::shuttle...?::

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*CTO* 12a in you area just went down

CNS_Serain says:
::tries to force thoughts through to Webster:: SO: ~~Do you know where you are on the ship?~~

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
EO: yes

XO_Grift says:
OPS: Try to hail them again

EO_David_Telarus says:
::holds TL for CEO::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Aye sir!   Fires phasers at enemy shield grid at 75% power.

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
::get TL::

Host Don says:
ACTION: The door opens where the SO is standing, a creature throws in a smaller dead creature, six legs, and is oozing green stuff.

EO_David_Telarus says:
TL: 12A shield grid

FCO_Fielding says:
::smiles to herself.  Chalen's so cute when he's shooting.::

SO_Webster says:
::whips around as she hears the door being opened::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Firing second volley!

CTO_Chalen says:
::phasers fire::

OPS Becca says:
COMM Dark Matter:  Please respond to us...

FCO_Fielding says:
::rolls her eyes.  It never fails to come down to this...::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::arrives on deck and runs to emitter::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Maintain surgical fire until the shield grid is down

SO_Webster says:
@Creature: What do you want?

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*CO* we are have some type trouble shield grid are going down replace  as fast as we can another one goes down

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: Sir this is not right the system scans should of picked it up

SO_Webster says:
::takes a closer look at the dead creature::

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  Aye!   Continuing fire!

CEO_LT_DAVE says:
*CO* we are have some type trouble shield grid are going down replace  as fast as we can another one goes down

MO_Jorae says:
::Finds a variation of cyalodin that if administered properly shouldn't harm the SO::

CTO_Chalen says:
::aims fire at dorsal shield grid on the enemy ship::

EO_David_Telarus says:
Computer: Beam Shield Emitter to 12A

FCO_Fielding says:
::wonders what it is the spiders really want::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::watches materializing emitter::

XO_Grift says:
OPS: Are sensors picking up any ships over there?

MO_Jorae says:
*CO*: I have something that might work as an insecticide

EO_David_Telarus says:
::opens panel and notices some phaser welding::

FCO_Fielding says:
::sends a smile to the MO remotely.  Anyone with a good can of Raid is a friend!::

CNS_Serain says:
::wishes they could send the SO a translator::

EO_David_Telarus says:
::motions to CEO::

Host CO_John_Sea says:
CTO: Maintain firing

OPS Becca says:
XO:  Just one Ship

EO_David_Telarus says:
CEO: sir take a look at that emitter and the contacts, tell me if those look like phaser weld marks

SO_Webster says:
@CNS ~~~I'm locked in a room but can feel what feels like phaser fire~~~

CTO_Chalen says:
CO:  With pleasure sir!

Host Don says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

